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TRANSCRIPTION

[00:01]
TW:

Today is Friday, May 20th, 2022. My name is Todd Welch from the Merrill-Cazier Library
Special Collections and Archives. This afternoon we are interviewing Mr. DJ Eikman, Assistant
Athletic Director for Operations for the athletic facilities at Utah State University. This is another
oral history interview for the Covid Collection Project.
Good afternoon Mr. Eikman.

DE:

Hey, Todd. Sorry, it’s Eckman. Sorry.

TW:

That’s fine. Let’s get it right.

DE:

No, you’re good.

TW:

So, when did you start your current Utah State University and what are the various positions
you’ve served during your USU [Utah State University] career?

DE:

I started at Utah State as a student. I came here originally in 2010, did my undergrad here, I’ve
done my master’s work here. In 2012, I got on working in the athletic department as a student
equipment manager for the football team. I have a real passion for sports and was trying to get
involved any way I could. So, I finished out my undergrad career working for football, which
consisted of going to football practice every day, working with coaches, setting up drills, getting
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the uniforms ready to go for game day, you know, creating all the helmets , traveling to all the
games, setting up for games, that kind of thing.
And that got me into meeting a lot of people in the department, kind of getting to know a lot of
different groups, and I ended up doing some volunteering with our recruiting director for football.
And also with, I don’t know if you’ve interviewed Reed Capener with Event Services, but I
started working with Reed back when he was in athletics working in event operations, and I really
loved it.
[02:13]
Reed had an opening for an assistant, and I interviewed and got the job and started working for
Reed in 2016. I was finishing up master’s degree. So, started doing events for athletics, setting up
all of our home events for every sport across the board. It was me and Reed, and we had a crew of
students that we worked with us also. That crew consisted of a handful of regular students and
then we had a handful of student athletes that were medically disqualified or had used all their
athletic years of eligibility but had one more year of school left.
I loved working with Reed. He ended up leaving to start the Event Services department in 2018,
becoming a director. And then I kind of assumed his role as the Director of Event Operations here
in Athletics. I’ve been doing that since then, became an Assistant Athletic Director during Covid
where my duties expanded in October of 2020, so. We kind of had a little bit of a role within
facilities, not just events, but I got an even bigger role at that point with our facility operations
because I had been doing a lot of stuff with it before Covid.
I also got to oversee the equipment operations at that point. Our equipment manager has moved
positions, and because that’s where I started, I had the most experience with equipment. So, I
oversee that one now too.
[04:05]
TW:

So, what are the roles and what’s the purpose in the role that your position plays within the
athletic program and the facilities at Utah State University?

DE:

We’re pretty integral in getting everything setup and ready for any type of event that we have.
So, I work with a lot of campus groups, our facilities department, our event services department;
we coordinate with those groups, also public safety and just making sure that we’re not breaking
any codes, making sure our stuff is setup and ready to go, egress stuff with getting fans and stuff
into venues.
I’ve done some training classes on how to run large size events in big venues. My duties on game
day [would mostly involve just the athletics portion of the event, not actually overseeing the
entire venue]. I am not overseeing the people scanning the tickets or doing the bag checks, but
we’ve requested those things from event services and they handle that. We work with them on
getting those policies in place for the venue. I don’t do the custodial, but we work with FM and
facilities and specifying what we want, how we want the stadiums to be ready and cleaned, and
setup and how they’re going to do different things within those facilities. [They then handle what
we’ve requested on their own].

[06:00]
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[Once that is all handled] I can focus on the athletics portion, which for us is compliance within
the Mountain West Conference, and the things that they want us to do. For example, on the
football field right now we’re getting new turf. That is something I’m tasked with, to make sure
that our football field meets NCAA size and regulations, making sure it’s installed correctly so
we’re legal. And then making sure that on game day we have every kind of support person,
whether it’s our chain gang, our clock crew operators, play clock operators, all those kind of
people that you don’t really think about when you think about a game. I kind of set all those
people up into place, and then we do run the game.
If I do my job correctly, you don’t know who I am. You won’t see any problems with any of my
people, and we’re good. But if we have, like, a weather delay that would be me stopping the
game, working with the entire venue and the stadium on if we’re going to evacuate, when can we
start playing again. I work really close with the officials and the referees, bring them in,
communicating with them, [making sure they are safe and taken care of while they are here].
That’s a really long answer, but it’s kind of like a wedding planner for sports games. It’s the best
way to kind of think of it.
TW:

In a typical, like, football event, or a basketball event, or maybe other events where you’re
running the behind the scenes if you will facilities, how many people are you working with?

DE:

Yeah, so, events like a football game it’s really, I can’t even probably count how many people we
work with.

[08:04]
For football games, they’re our largest scale event, I do a weekly kind of an operations meeting of
the week of game. We do it on Mondays, and in those meetings, there are 50 or 60 people
involved in that meeting. So that’s just that. And they all have people that work for them. And so,
hopefully, they’re talking to them but it’s not that I talk to all 50 of them on game day but they’re
all involved.
So, I would say for me on a game day, I probably am talking to around 20 people who usually
consistently kind of supervising my staff of two full time employees and some students. I let my
staff usually do the stuff with the students, but then I have a couple of other full time employees
that work equipment that I’ll be kind of supervising. And then kind of directing, you know, five
or six others with event services. It’s hard to say that I supervise them, but I kind of tell Event
Services what I want and then they would do it. So that’s probably what game day looks like.
And football’s the biggest one, [men’s] basketball would be next, [and then] when you get down
to soccer or softball, those events get a lot smaller and a lot easier.
My office handles every varsity sport that we have, and then we kind of split it up. So my staff,
they’re in charge of, like, softball, and volleyball, and soccer and I’ll kind of stick to the bigger
ones, but I’ve done them all too.
TW:

And so, you mentioned it earlier and I’m a little curious and we’re still pre-Covid, right?

DE:

Yeah.
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TW:

So what kinds of things do the state of Utah or Utah State University put in place for a running as
far as events for Utah State University versus maybe what the Mountain West Conference puts in
place?

[10:10]
And I’m sure they’re similar, you wouldn’t want to run them crosswise, but what would that be
like as far as guidelines that you need to follow?
DE:

Pre-Covid, I wouldn’t have been able to probably tell you. I don’t think there was too much
difference. I think that in terms of the Mountain West, they didn’t dictate any sort of, [rules] to
violate a state law or anything like [that]. When it comes to a clear bag or a bag check, those kind
of things, the Mountain West doesn’t specify what you have to do, but [we look at] common
practice around the country and [with all] the trainings that they take us to, [and decide what we
want to implement]. [We had a bag check Pre-Covid, and there was a lot of talk that we wanted to
go to a clear bag policy. I was in favor of that to keep up with what we are seeing in the industry
with increased safety measures. Covid helped make that transition a lot easier.]
But Utah State, I think the campus as a whole, they were still a little hesitant, [and] the
community too. It’s a lot of people that have done something [one way for a long time, they don’t
want to change], so it’s hard. You don’t want to upset that population. It’s hard to sometimes to
work with the new stuff there, but the Mountain West didn’t dictate really anything different in
terms of a venue, like a venue operation. They kind of let us do whatever the state of Utah and
Utah State wanted to do. If you want me to kind of talk about kind of in Covid and Post-Covid?

[12:02]
TW:

Yeah, we’ll get to that. That’s good. And then one final question before we start talking about
how Covid impacted your job and the operations of facilities is thinking back pre-Covid when
you were first kind of new into the job, what was some of the major initiatives or projects they
assigned to you and your team?

DE:

Yeah, right about, I mean this would have been, it’s funny because we’re starting to do some of
them right now. And it’s been, you know, two, three years later, like, at that point of the year
because this would have been March of 2020, we start to slow down event wise at that time in the
athletics’ department and we were starting to look at different facility branding upgrades,
different projects that we were going to do at our facilities. I had an element of that within my job
description. At that point, I hadn’t done a lot with it yet. So, I remember, like, walking through
our indoor facility and we were going to do a bunch of cool branding on the walls, and I
remember we were going to do some stuff here in Spectrum walls and re-doing some of the old
branding with some modern stuff. We were talking to different vendors and things around trying
to get some kind of ideas on prices. And that was all, I mean probably a month right before. So
those were kind of the things we were looking at right before Covid and then that all changed.

TW:

So, news on the international, national stage of a virus that spread throughout the globe and, I
think reached the United States in late January of 2020, what were some of the early discussions
that the operations for facilities had about the potential impact that the pandemic might have on
your shop and your operations?

[14:04]
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DE:

I mean it’s in January. I don’t think we had, we didn’t think it was going to be a thing, you know,
I don’t think we didn’t take it as seriously as, you know, we kind of heard, you know, we heard
about it and, you know, I got sick in January here and then I remember coming back, you know, I
missed a day or two. Everybody’s like did you have Covid? I was like no, what is Covid, you
know, so, I think I remember that I don’t think anybody thought it was going to be very serious.
But as things started to progress, it was interesting because, I think from an athletics department,
it’s a little different than maybe a lot of other work places. For us we worked a lot of crazy hours.
We worked a lot of nights, a lot of weekends. Things happen. We don’t cancel things, right. We
push through everything, even weather delays of games. Nothing changes. We push through it
and we get it done. And I think all of us in the department didn’t really think this would affect us
or this would change the way we did things. We figured, even in March, [that]we may have to
adjust some things, but we’re still going to play games. Like, it’s not going to be a big deal.
[Athletic Director, John Hartwell and Jerry Bovee, my direct supervisor, started having meetings
up in Old Main with the other VP’s with the Covid group].

TW:

That would be the Covid Task Force that the President Cockett had formed?

DE:

Yeah, and John was on it, and I think Jerry, and they couldn’t always go. I think because we
didn’t think it would change our world [too much], they started sending me up to listen for them
when they were busy].

[16:01]
And so, I was sitting up in these meetings, just to kind of make sure that we had an ear and we
were listening to what was happening. And it was, I mean I was out of my element, right? I was
up there with a bunch of VP’s [Vice Presidents] and, you know, listening to things happening.
And I remember as it got more and more serious, I’d come back to them. I think you guys really
need to come to the next one, it’s going to be, you know, we need to, and it was just kind of
funny. They were like really? They’re talking about stopping school? Yeah, like, yeah, you got to
come up. So, it was kind of interesting to be a part of those, I mean we met all day it felt like for a
week, you know, or a couple weeks, we were meeting all day in Champ Hall just forever, so.
Yeah, I didn’t, I guess, you know, going back to the question, we didn’t really think it would
happen at first. And then as it started to become more real, there’s a lot of doubt, a lot of
confusion when hey, what are we going to have to do, what do our jobs look like? Are they going
to cancel things?
Once the news kind of broke that school was going to be cancelled and stopped, and then sports
was over, that was, like, to us, like; what? Like, we’re just not going to play softball in, like, two
days? It was, like, a Tuesday and that’s like we were playing softball on Thursday, I can’t
remember exactly. But I was like, so, I don’t have to work the softball game Thursday, like, it
was a really, you know, it kind of surreal. Like, some of us didn’t really, it was weird to have it
happening. And they’re like yeah, you know, take your stuff and go home kind of thing. And
we’re supposed to work from home, and all this stuff. So, it was really crazy for us.
And then in my element because of the facilities aspect, we were then kind of tasked with hey,
how do we, you know, get our athletes practice? Can we use a gym? Can we shoot basketballs?
[18:02]
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Can we train inside our indoor facility? Can we train outside on the grass, you know, what kind of
things do we need to get in place? And we kind of got tasked with helping make our facilities, I
guess the ability to be played, you know, getting them cleaned, get everything cleaned. Whether it
was ARS [?] coming in doing some spray downs, that I don’t even remember what was sprayed
down, everybody was just panicking, right? Trying to find the backpack, the electrostatic sprayers
that were gone, right, no one could get those. They were nine months out. We went to Home
Depot and, like, bought, like, the weed sprayer backpacks and filled it with whatever crap we
could find and sprayed things down to sanitize, you know, buying sanitizers.
And so, we kind of became like custodians a little bit and just tried to help keep our facilities
clean, weight rooms, you know, we’re pumping weights, we’re doing lots of high, heavy touch,
you know, things, basketballs. Do we need to spray the basketballs down with something after
every time, and going back and forth. Well, that could damage the leather of the ball. There’s all
sorts of stuff, right, you know?
So, we were trying to work through all those things, and we, while still kind of being here, kind
of being working from home like we were supposed to but with our group, we didn’t do a lot of
working from home. I mean I was home for a month maybe. We still did some things, you know,
home but we had to be in a lot of the time to make sure people weren’t in the facilities while we
were cleaning them or how we were using them. Just to kind of work with the athletes and we
stopped. We halted practice for a while. So, nobody didn’t anything. And I don’t even, I mean it
felt kind of a blur a little bit. I don’t remember, you know, when we even started back up. It
seems like, so.
TW:

Do you remember if there were any new protocols put in place that Covid Task Force or one of
the spinoff committees formed for all events whether they were public events where if members
of the public coming were or if they were just practices or weight room training?

[20:17]
DE:

Yeah, so, at first, they just shut us down. And then they started to have us do, like, safety plans to
get us started again. So, you know, me and Jerry worked pretty closely in developing a lot of
safety plans for our sports and how we were going to go about implementing these things to then
be okay to play. And, you know, our university works with us really well, I think and so, they
have a good understanding of what we’re trying to do and worked with us a lot on getting those
plans in.
I think we were some of the first departments or one of the first departments to maybe submit
some of those plans because we were just chomping at the bit to get back and play, you know,
because come, let’s see, you know like, May or so that was happening. For us, you know, football
is kind of off, but they start training in June to get ready for, you know, an August, September
kickoff. And so, we had a lot of pressure on. The football’s the moneymaker, right? So, are we
going to have a season, but they have to train and get ready for the season. So, we needed to
create these plans for them. But not just them, you know, all the other sports. Soccer starts at the
same time, volleyball too.
So, we worked with the committees; Mike George and a bunch of them on what, you know, we
need to put in there and what kind of things we needed to do. A lot of it just came down to
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sanitizing areas, make sure that we were cleaning high-touch play areas, those. A lot of
conversation about masks; if we needed to wear masks while we were working out.
[22:01]
If we didn’t because of the, you know, potential health concern. And so, ultimately, we kind of
went back and forth. We didn’t end up; we had them wear masks until they were, like, working
out high intensity, and then they could remove them, and kind of wear them down, you know, and
then they’re supposed to put them back up again. And that kind of, you know, it works, it doesn’t,
you know, kind of. You go back and forth on that. And we saw that even into competition when
those started back up. And when they were supposed to wear them as of when they weren’t, so.
That’s kind of the biggest thing I remember of was, like, mask wearing, sanitizing, and keeping
the areas clean, and then just kind of figuring out. The campus kept asking, you know, what the
Mountain West was going to make us do? What the NCAA was going to make us do? And the
Mountain West, to be honest, they were really slow in getting anything out there. We were all
kind of frustrated as facility and event managers waiting for stuff.
TW:

Okay. Now the decision was made in June of 2020 that the students would return to campus for
the fall semester of 2020. How did that impact athletics as far as planning for events? Was there
going to be attendance at these events, what were the protocols put into place?

DE:

Yeah, so, that in June when they announced that we obviously wanted to have attendance as
much as we could. And the Mountain West, the campus was still kind of, it was funny because
we were kind of waiting to see what Utah and campus was going to have us do but then they were
kind of waiting to see what Mountain West was going to let us do. But the Mountain West
wanted a seat so we are in a conference that has a lot of California schools, you know, UNLV
[University of Nevada, Las Vegas] Reno. Nevada had a lot of sanctions, New Mexico had a lot of
sanctions, so.

[24:00]
They were getting a lot of restrictions put on California, and Nevada, and New Mexico. And so,
the conference was trying to, you know, work with them on their restrictions, but at the same
time, you know, maybe you could say the less lenient or the less strict states of Utah, Wyoming,
Idaho even with Boise, you know, we kind of had some more flexibility, I feel like.
And so, that was kind of, I think difficult for the conference thinking back, you know, of well,
maybe why they took so long to make a decision to go straight across. But I know we wanted to
have as much attendance as we could and ultimately, then the state of Utah kind of announced
what you could have for an indoor venue, what you could have for an outdoor venue, we took
those numbers and ran with it. The six-foot spacing thing was a huge, we were like, you know,
Chris is who you talked to before me we were like in there with a tape measuring, like measuring
out distances between seats in the Spectrum and, you know, even in Maverick configuring out
where we can space people and then if they had to be by themselves or if they could be in their
pods of four or two or six or how many you’re going to do.
So how do you keep everybody happy and let 5,000 people in while being socially distanced, you
know, a lot of measurements. And the conference was more concerned about, they kind of let us
handle the fans and the venue aspect per whatever our state was saying. So, if we were allowed to
USU COVID-19 2022: DJ ECKMAN
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have fans, great we could meet state guidelines. If you were in California and it was a no-go then
great, you can’t.
And then in terms of where they were ended up being consisted was the field of play. They
created bubbles in different tiers. And so, if you were going to be for football, if you were going
to be on the field if you’re a player, if you’re a coach, if you are a staff member it had to be on the
field.
[26:06]
We went through and kind of classified everybody as tier one, two, and three. Tier one being like
on the field in with the team. Tier two being, like, me where I run that operation. And so, I had to
be down on the field doing some of that, but not necessarily even standing amongst the team and
their bubble. And then tier three was people who should not be on the field.
So, we had to classify, you know, all of these different people that would normally be down there,
throw them into classifications, and then kind of put them where they needed to be and making
sure they could still work, like, we didn’t do any sort of marketing, you know, stuff out on the
field. They’re not necessary to run the game, you know, it’s kind of fan experience type thing, so.
TW:

So, let’s use football for example, DJ. What was the maximum attendance that was allowed
during the fall of 2020?

DE:

I want to say, I think it was 5,000. That’s the number that’s sticking out in my head. I think it was
5,000 because we sit 25,000. And so, that number stands out to me. And it was interesting
because there’s a lot of back and forth on is it straight number, is it a percentage, what is it going
to be? And, I think they just ended up as a 5,000 flat, if I remember correctly. But there’s so much
I don’t remember for sure.

TW:

Where any of the events in the football season? Was the football season shortened?

DE:

Yes.

TW:

Were some of the events cancelled?

DE:

Yes, so, oh, that was another thing. The 5,000 [fans] I think was open air or if it was enclosed. So,
the Spectrum would have been [about 1,000]. I remember that. They were like 10 percent or
something. But yeah, so the students came back in June.

[28:02]
We had stopped practicing; we had delayed by the time we could kind of get everything rolling.
And then the NCAA had to rule if we were going to have a season. The football season started the
end of October. So, it kind of coincided with when I got my kind of promotion as Assistant AD
[Athletic Director]. That was when the football season started.
So, they kind of had three weeks in October, maybe the last week of September to start training
under our new kind of guidelines. And then we played at Boise State. That was the first game we
had. And the season was only, I think six games or eight. It may have been eight games because
we had four home, four away. I had some [medical issues]. So, I had a kidney stone. I got into the
ER [emergency room]. So, I ended up working really hard for to get the first game ready, and
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then I ended up missing it because I was in the ER [emergency room]. That was fun. So, a lot of
stress, you know, at that time for me, so.
The first game where we played, we were at Boise. I drove up. John Hartwell asked me to drive
up and kind of just go through their stadium with their [Event Manager], and go and find you
know what are they doing. What kind of things are we ready? What kind of things? Are we
ready? We only have a week before we play, but can we start implanting things and so I did that.
I went up to Boise, you know, checked out their operation. It’s kind of difficult, you know, being
in a different state, they have some different rules and things but, you know, for the most part we
kind of had the same plan. And we executed it pretty well.
The first game I was in the hospital but I think we had 5,00 there, [that was on Halloween].
[30:00]
Then we had the second game and, I think that we had no attendance for the second game. I think
that they restricted us. Utah was in a spike or Logan or something. And so, they pulled us back
and they said you’re in the red or something and so, we had no attendance. And then the next
game was Thanksgiving Day and we had family and, like, friends; like, player pass lists. They get
like four tickets or something. So, it was only the families and like the visiting team families that
were allowed to come in for that one. So, we had like 1,000 or 1,500 people. And then so for the
last game, we were back to 5,000.
So, it was really like the changes of how many can you let in, how many should we know, you
know, there was a lot of stuff going on. And changing every other week basically in terms of how
many are you going to get in today, how many are you going to get, you know, next week and it’s
way easier; I learned it's way easier to run a football game with no fans [laughs]. Yeah, it was a
lot easier to do that. It was really weird though to be in the stadium and having them play with
nobody there. It just didn’t feel like a game.
TW:

Did you have a reduction in your staffing too for these games?

DE:

Yeah. So, my staff at that point, I didn’t have any of my student workers anymore. We didn’t
bring them back our students. And I had, you know, a crew of around 10, right. I think after, I
think actually I had them for the first game, maybe. I got them back that week. I got two. They let
me have two kids. And so, I had two kids, and then I have my two full times and myself.

[32:01]
And then I was in the hospital. So, like two full times and then the two kids [ran the game] and
one of my kids had had ACL [anterior cruciate ligament] surgery, so she was scooting around on
a scooter a bit but. So, they ran the first one along with the event services crew. You know, Reed
was really integral because he knows my role too having had done it. So, he was able to help out.
And then, but they saw significant reduction in staffing in terms of, like, ushers and guest
services, the people that, you know, take the tickets and help people find their seats and staff so
we make sure the people don’t go where they’re not supposed to, you know, those positions.
Those were significantly hit and we’re still struggling with that today. But our ideal number is
somewhere north of 100, 120 plus maybe and I don’t think we’ve broken 100 ever since. And I
know during those times we were at like 30 or 40, you know, it’s really significant.
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Really significant, you know, staffing shortages.
TW:

Was there any kind of what we call health ambassadors in the library, but during the football
where there was attendance did, we have people walk around reminding people to wear masks or
because was it outside maybe they didn’t have a mask requirement? I mean how did that work?

DE:

Yeah, that was a big discussion because I think at that point by the time, you know, October we
were playing games. I think we had the mask requirement on campus, right, so that was
everybody if you were in the building you needed to wear masks. We also had the police kind of
saying well, hey, we don’t want to be the mask police, right? At that time social injustices, you
know, cops are in the spotlight. And they, I don’t think they wanted to go around policing masks
and I don’t blame them. I didn’t want to do it either.

[34:02]
And so, the decision kind of came about with us, with the police, with RISK [risk management],
with the safety committee, you know, we’re going to require masks to enter but because it is open
venue if they take them off they take them off, you know, if they’re causing a scene, if they’re
coughing, if they’re being obnoxious we may ask the to move to another location because we had
so many open seats. We had some flexibility to move them around or we can move people around
if they were uncomfortable, we could move them around too if we wanted to, you know, not kind
of start of fight. But that was a big thing is do we allow people in with or without masks, and do
we want to be in the business of enforcing, and we were not. We did not enforce outdoor venue.
What we did though to try to help mitigate that was we cut off like concession sales. So, we
didn’t sell any food or drink so they couldn’t eat. You know, we may have allowed them a bottle
of water or something, but they couldn’t sit there and eat. And we did that for basketball too.
Come basketball season, things were lightening up a little bit and we did start to allow some
concessions but they needed to mask up only when they were eating and then put it back on. And
it was kind of an honor system type thing.
TW:

Wait, [unclear] in the basketball thing, DJ what were the parameters for attendance at basketball
games?

DE:

I think it was 10 percent of capacity if it was indoor. And we housed 10,270. So, we were like
1,000 people. It was somewhere like a thousand, maybe 2,000. I think the number kind of varied
between 10 and 20 percent of your capacity. And then we spaced them out throughout that.

[36:01]
That one was harder because the Spectrum’s 50 plus years old, and so it’s not up to code in a lot
of different ways, you know, ADA [?], spacing on the floor, you know, that kind of stuff. So, we
have people and fans right on top of everybody. It’s part of what makes it such a great
atmosphere, you know, they’re right on top and we needed to restrict that to create enough
distance from our going back to our Mountain West tiers; you know, tier one, tier two, tier three.
Team being in tier one, you know, we needed to create space away from tier one where people
couldn’t be so we had to restrict a lot of the front seats and bench space. So, we had to kill a lot
and space out throughout the arena.
We can sell tickets, you know, Chris can do tickets with seat numbers on them, but the way we
students in football and basketball is we don’t assign a seat. It’s a GA [general admission], you
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know, you come in and they go sit where they way to sit. So, the safety committee had us, they
wanted us to track people so if there was an outbreak someone reportedly could go back and
[trace]. So, we had to put sticker QR [quick response] codes on all the seats in the student section.
And so, if you were students, we told them you had to go to a QR [quick response] code seat. We
grouped them together, you know, friends or whatever and then they had to scan their QR [quick
response] code when they were there. And that’s kind of how we kept track of kind of how
people were in.
Definitely, you know, we didn’t have people walked around enforcing. Again, with that is, you
know, more honor system type stuff, which for me I’m really grateful for, lucky that to have that
ability, you know, from talking to colleagues across the conference.
[38:02]
I felt so bad for, like, the California guys because they were, you know, they didn’t have
attendance. And then when they did, they were having to mask police everybody, they were
having to do those will be those health, whatever you saw the [unclear], kind of those health
checkers, you know, they had to go around and make sure people were distanced and make sure
they were scanning in and there was even, I mean people were trying to sell us technology with as
you go through the gate it will scan people and you’ll be able to see if they have a fever, like right
in, as you come in. It was crazy. Who knows if it works or not, right? But that was yeah, that was
kind of crazy.
The tier, I should probably talk about the tier one, two and three thing a little bit more. So, if you
were the team approach, like, their athletic trainer that has to be within the medical, their
equipment guy that’s there with them, any of their student mangers or helpers or anything like
that you were part of tier one and they had to be tested. We asked everybody to be vaccinated,
right, that was kind of the Mountain West, they’re really trying to push vaccinations because it
helped you with your ability to play. And then, like, how much time if you got sick, how much
time you’d miss compared to how much time you wouldn’t if you were vaccinated just based off
the guidelines that the CDC [Centers for Disease Control] was releasing.
So they had to test like three times a week. And then we’d get those results, the conference like I
worked with a group, they came in and we partnered with them and like the cost was incurred
through them. And then, they would ship out those test results, like, daily. And so, we’d get
results back pretty quick. So, like, for, you know, a Saturday football game they’d test on
Thursday, get the results Friday if they could play Saturday. Then they’d test again Sunday.
[40:01]
And then there was contract tracing involved there. And so, if you were, like, vaccinated and you
got contact traced, you had to sit out for a few days to see if you had symptoms, maybe a week. I
can’t remember if it was even a week, maybe three days. If you didn’t have symptoms, you could
go back. If you weren’t vaccinated you were out for, like, two weeks straight, you know, so a lot
of teams were missing a lot of players, you know?
And then, the conference came up with guidelines in terms of how many you had to have on your
team to play that game otherwise, you know, it was cancelled. So, we were constantly, you know,
we went from not ever changing anything to games being cancelled and, you know, half hour
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before they even start, an hour before the would start, which was hard because you’d get
everything setup and ready to go and then you’d be cancelled. Or the refs would be here and they
pay for their flights and their hotels, and then now they’ve got – it was just kind of crazy. So, we
tried our best to try to cancel things as early as you could find out. But that was kind of the team.
Tier two would have been like me. So, I was vaccinated, you know, pretty early on because we
were kind of in the facilities every day working on everything. But we weren’t supposed to be
around that tier one level. Our interaction with them is pretty limited. Like, on basketball my
table crew that would keep track of the scores and, you know, clock and everything, they were
tier two. So, they could, like, we really went back and forth if they could even walk down to the
floor to come across to the table, you know, how are we going to put up big blocks, stuff around
them that kind of came down to, like, a safety hazard, you know, if someone runs into it, falls on
somebody or breaks, you know, you never know, so.
[42:02]
We just kind of decided. We kind of went with let’s have everybody either you know they have to
be vaccinated or highly encouraged to be vaccinated, and then now it’s fine. I mean that was a
requirement for sure; vaccinated or not. And honestly, if they hired enough people but if they
weren’t vaccinated, I was kind of picking the ones that were first, you know, [unclear] it just kind
of made working and staffing those positions easier, you know, just because you didn’t have to
worry as much about people being out or contact tracing as much or that kind of thing. So, it was
definitely encouraged.
TW:

Tier three?

DE:

Tier three, yes. Tier three would have been games like marketing, cheerleading, band, things that
enhance the fan experience. They did not have to get tested. I had to get tested every so often.
Tier three really didn’t have to because they weren’t down there. So, they were just kind of
classified into you could still maybe come. Like, band, I think they had a limited number of them
but we also how do we space them, do we want to take up those seats, do we want to use them for
fans, how do we break that up. So, kind of limited the numbers for, like, a tier three, but that was
kind of the breakdown was. Tier three was just an in the stands person, not necessary to be on the
floor. Tier two had floor responsibilities, but not within the team. And tier one was kind of the
team level pretty tight, so.

TW:

So, all in all if you’re taking the whole first year of the pandemic, the academic year fall 2020,
spring 2021, how do you feel you faired with the athletic operations and facilities?

[44:00]
DE:

I think we did pretty good. I know it was a big challenge, and it was hard to kind of get going, but
once we got going the nice thing was that it was kind of just football at first. And then we were
kind of were starting to plan basketball. That’s kind of the next thing. We postponed our normal
fall sports in the fall of 2020 until the spring. So, I feel like we faired pretty well, you know,
obviously, I was stressed, you know, it was a lot of extra work. I was dealing with some medical
things. And, you know, so, I had that going personally.
But getting into the spring, it was really challenging because we hadn’t really boosted our
numbers yet in terms of how many staff members we had. We were still kind of working with the
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same. I actually had a full-time staff member leave. He took out a different position. So, it got
down to just me and one full time for a while. And our two students, I mean we had to run all of
our spring sports but then also the fall sports now way into the spring. So, we had a really hectic,
busy spring. I was so tired and so exhausted, and really excited when that ended in [laughs] May
of ’21. So, which is only what is that? That’s only a year ago, right?
TW:

Yeah.

DE:

That’s crazy. So, it feels like it’s forever ago now, but yeah, I feel, like, overall, we faired pretty
well, you know, we were able to have fans, we were able to still play most of our games. We
worked, you know, with the safety committees on getting all the stuff done that we wanted to do.
You know, we really prioritized what was most important, you know, in athletics coaches want to
do a lot of stuff, and oftentimes they get to it, you know?

[46:03]
We didn’t end up doing their summer camps. We didn’t end up letting them do a lot of the stuff
they liked to do. We prioritized games, you know, practices, player health and safety, and just
getting stuff in as much as we could, and keeping staff around, keeping just people healthy. That
was a lot of across country, a lot of people had staffing problems in athletic departments
especially, you know, no events, a lot of the bodies you don’t know what to do, you know,
they’re laid off or their furloughed or whatever for a while. We didn’t have any of that.
So, we were able to keep all of our staff members on the entire time. Now we were asked to do a
lot of things and wear a lot of hats, you know, my group especially, you know, from really
anything with Covid, to helping out with our video department if they couldn’t get, practice film,
if they couldn’t get enough filmers, we’d go film. You know, we took on the equipment room
during that time. So, if you needed the help with getting the equipment, getting our films ready to
go or inventory, you know, getting in and all of our equipment that we wear after the games,
jerseys, cleats, we had to get all that stuff in. We helped out. It just, it seems like every
department, you know, and just kind of being a body, being a helping hand. And in our
department, I think that [really helped] because we didn’t lose any of the positions. I think, you
know, we faired really well. We got our games in. We kept most people healthy. And we were
able to [unclear] team, you know, so.
TW:

So, the second year of the pandemic beginning fall of 2021 with the football season, the
volleyball season, the soccer season, what were you having to contend with?

[48:01]
Were there new protocols in place? Did Mountain West change some of its operating procedures,
you know, what was the attendance like at games and the setup as far as seating?
DE:

Yeah, so this last year, this last season has kind of been back to normal for us. So, we did the one
year of the 2020-21 where we were really short-staffed and crazy schedules and most of campus
was still shut down all the way. But we had been running games all year for the most part, so we
had a lot of experience in knowing how to get, you know, people in, how to space people out,
how to do the health and safety, what we needed to do for cleanliness, sanitizing, all that kind of
stuff, how to keep you know locker rooms clean and just new practices that we had learned.
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So by the time this fall came, this last fall the Mountain West, we went back to a normal
schedule. We went back to, you know, we got to play our regular slated games. In terms of, like,
the Mountain West we still have kind of the tier one, tier two system a little bit, but it did change.
It kind of became more like the team bubble tier one kind of stayed the same, but then tier two we
could bring back a lot of those tier three people into tier two. So, we had marketing stuff o the
field, we had things happening but we limited a lot of the interactions. So, we didn’t bring a lot of
fans down to the field, we didn’t do like autographs or meet and greets with players, we kept
them separate still. But we were able to have fans in the stands because the state of Utah and the
university was comfortable with us going back to doing that.
[50:03]
And I don’t, I believe we didn’t even do QR [quick response] codes or anything like that
throughout the season. It just kind of became, you know, hey, we encourage mask wearing, we
encourage, you know, there’s tons of hand sanitizer stands, we encourage this, we encourage that.
We used the pandemic to implement our clear bag strategy that we wanted to do so we weren’t
searching through people’s bags, which that was the best way to implement clear bags because
everybody was open to change at this point. So, they didn’t complain.
So, we were not touching people’s stuff, we were getting them in quick, we were allowing them. I
think in football we talked about and I can’t remember if we had a very big section of this or not,
at least for the first game I think we might have tried, like, if you were not comfortable being by
people we, like, left a space open for them to go. And you could socially distance yourself from
there. Because at that point, they were letting us do the stadium without social distancing. It was
open air, people were more comfortable with that, more people were vaccinated and, you know, I
think even boosted maybe. I can’t remember when that was happening a lot, but yeah, for the
most part went back to normal.
Our sports started, you know, we had volleyball, we had soccer playing in the fall again. I got to
have, you know, hire back most of my team. We’re still maybe not quite all the way back to our
pre-Covid numbers, but we’ve also found a way, you know, to work more efficiently and to work
with less. We’re kind of used to wearing multiple hats now a little bit more, so. It kind of
changed the landscape in terms of we’re more flexible helping out with more groups and being
more things and, but, you know, I think at some point that will kind of, I think it has run out a
little bit too so, you know, that may be still something down the road. How do we address the
people that are wearing more hats, you know, are still doing, you know, more than they used to
do pre-pandemic, so.
[52:07]
TW:

And the winter sports DJ, of this last season is it back to normal, like the football, volleyball,
soccer?

DE:

Yeah. Yep, so, everything indoor, the winter sports, they went back to normal too. So, we just had
to do, we just tried to limit kind of fan and player interaction. Really, that tier one that [unclear].
We just tried to limit that throughout the year as much as we could. But by the end, like, you
know, we just finished softball season up a couple weeks ago in April. And by the end of the
season, we were comfortable with doing, you know, autograph sessions, you know, after the
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game. And so, I think now finally, you know, I think we were back to where we were this next
season out. I don’t anticipate having any restriction.
TW:

Did the athletics operations and facilities make any changes directly related to the Covid
pandemic that you think may become permanent parts of the protocols that you use moving
forward long after the pandemic’s over?

DE:

That’s a good question. We obviously restructured a little bit with me taking on a roll of kind of
doing more within the facilities and working with our campus facilities groups more and the
equipment room. And I think that that change will stay. I think that that’s been a useful change,
not just because I am familiar with everything, but I think it kind of makes sense with how we run
things now. I think our cleaning practices are better, you know, our locker rooms and with our
teams I think that we will do a better job of, you know, like the weight room is a good example I
think.

[54:07]
We always have had something that’s come through and kind of wiped down the equipment, you
know, the end of the day type thing, but I think now we’re doing that more throughout the day.
We have systems that we installed during the pandemic that helped us with, you know, that kind
of thing. So, I think from a cleanliness and sanitizing and keeping things clean, I think we’re
better at that. And, I think we’ll continue to follow through with that. I think that’s a good thing in
general, you know, so I don’t see that going away.
I think that us being more open to change and flexibility and being able to, we got comfortable
with change, you know, and so, I think that that’s a good thing too. I think it kind of opened a lot
of people’s eyes and I hope that continues too because I think that there’s some, you know, I
think that there’s always a need to look at things differently and be willing to change and improve
what you’re doing. You don’t have to stick with the same thing over and over and over.
And I know for me in my area where we do game day it becomes really repetitive. So, we get
used to doing the same things, going through the same checklist to do the game, you know? Not
every day is the same, every day is different really, and you come up with different problems at
each game, but you run through the same things. And, I think that now we’re open to doing a lot
of things differently, so.
TW:

How would you gauge the mental health and wellness of yourself and your staff through the two
years of the Covid pandemic?

DE:

I think it was challenging if I’m being honest, you know, I think that there was a lot of times that
I wondered if this is what I wanted to do, you know, I think there was a lot more hours, I was
used to putting in a lot of hours, but there was even more and even more stressors that were being
put on and more things to worry about.

[56:06]
Things that I never thought I would have to, you know, I didn’t get into this to be a custodian and
that’s what I was doing, you know, so. It kind of, for me, I think there was a lot of stress, mental
health, you know, that it’s hard. You know, you take a look at what some of the people were
dealing with or even the campus community, a lot of people that were on campus or weren’t
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coming back and we were having to we’re here working. And, I think that was challenging for a
lot of the staff here, you know, seeing some of the rest of campus was moving slower than us.
And it’s [unclear], everybody can move at their own pace and we moved fast, so I don’t blame
them, you know. But I do think it was a challenge, you know, to go from one way of, you know,
we knew how things were going and [unclear] our world just totally changed. And then, you’re
asked to do way more than maybe you ever thought you would. So, I’m lucky to have during this,
so a lot of people don’t like the Covid pandemic.
But for me it, I actually got married a year ago in, like, a couple weeks. I met my wife pre-Covid,
but then we dated. Because of Covid, that’s probably how we got married was because I was able
to not be here working as much. And I got to spend more time with her, I got to know her. She’s
going to be a therapist. She’s finishing up her master’s degree. And it helps to be with her. So, it
was nice to have that, you know, and a partner to help talk me through things and stuff like that. I
think that helped me a lot, but I know a lot of staff; it affected everybody up here. I think it’s hard
on a lot of staff just with the amount of work that we were putting in.
And student athletes too, you know, student athletes they had to come to terms with their seasons
just ending, you know, all the sudden.
[58:04]
We had Sam Merill, you know, great Aggie athlete, you know, hit the shot to win us the
conference championship, right, and then a week later we shut down. If we were going to the
tournament man, we would have make noise, right, and he, you know, never got a chance to
finish his year out the way he thought he was going to. You know, I think it was hard for a lot of
athletes, you know, softball is another. They were just getting started into their season, and then
boom, done, you know, they couldn’t play.
So, I know that was hard for a lot of the seniors and a lot of those kids. So, I think that was hard
but initially and then as we got on, I think things got better for them, you know, I think the staff is
just kind of worn seeing as it’s gotten lower. I think we’re all really excited for this break. I think
for the summer and then next year, you know, will be kind of back to normal, I thnk. And I think
it’s going to be helpful for a lot of us, so.
TW:

Is there anything else you’d like to add about the USU [Utah State University] Athletic operations
experiences with the Covid pandemic at Utah State University?

DE:

I don’t know. It was all crazy. I don’t remember a lot of it, you know, I worked more than I could
imagine. And I hope that I don’t have to do that again. It’s probably going to be, like, a once, I
don’t know, it’s probably going to be, like, a once in a lifetime thing. It’s going to be cool to be
able to say we worked through it hopefully, right, finger’s crossed, yeah. Hopefully, you know, to
be able to say you worked in the industry when it all got shut down and it’s going to be kind of
cool story later. Hopefully, you know, it’s a terrible thing that happened, but a lot of, it’s just
really unique, you know, and so I’m glad that we got through it. You know, I think that we had
good leadership on campus that helped, you know, every step of the way, you know, with keeping
people informed and all the committees that were formed and, you know, working through it
quickly.

[01:00:00]
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And doing it in a way that, you know, I don’t feel like we, sure, you know, people can disagree or
people, you know, can have different opinions but I don’t feel like there was any near the
pushback or the fighting that I heard that had happened at some of these other universities. I’m
very lucky to have been here in Utah and working at Utah State while being in the pandemic. I
think we handled it really well, you know, in comparison to a lot of other places that I heard so.
And I would say that I think that Utah State handled the pandemic very well especially, so.
TW:

DJ, I’d like to thank you for your time this afternoon discussing your experiences during the
Covid pandemic at Utah State University.

DE:

Yeah, not a problem. Thanks for having me --

[End recording – 1:01:50]
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